Greenridge Secondary School
Drama & Literature
Overseas Learning Journey
to London & Cambridge
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Between 9 – 17 March 2012, 22 students and 3 teachers embarked on an overseas learning journey to
London and Cambridge. After an arduous 15 hour journey with a transit in Helsinki, Finland, we
arrived in London all ready to immerse ourselves in an environment of fabulous plays and musicals,
the birthplace of different genres and writers in English Literature, and a city of exuberant artistic
expression.
Besides enjoying the sights, sounds and shopping in the U.K., the trip was planned with three main
components of learning: theatrical pursuits, developing unseen skills by appreciating writing in
English Literature in their original contexts, and broadening academic exposure.
Students had the opportunity to develop their theatrical knowledge as Drama Club members and
students studying Drama for their ‘O’ Level Literature watched the musicals ‘Wicked’ and ‘Footloose’,
as well as the ‘The Woman in Black’ and ‘The 39 Steps’ to expose themselves to the gothic horror genre
and physical comedy respectively.
Students also examined the backstage and production aspects of performance through a drama
workshop conducted at Shakespeare’s Globe Theatre, a costume design workshop at the V&A Museum,
as well as a backstage theatre tour of the Drury Lane Theatre Royal.
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Academic Pursuits.
To broaden the academic exposure of our students, we
visited reputable institutions of learning, including JFS, a
top secondary school located in the borough of Brent in
London, where interactions with the local students and
visiting their classes, including Math, Politics, English, Art
and Drama showed how British students took learning
seriously and constantly challenged the frontiers of their
own knowledge. Our students were inspired by the
constant questioning of the students in class, and how
different the classroom environment was from their own.
A highlight of the trip was a visit to the University of
Cambridge, where students attended a masterclass
conducted by a university lecturer. Students also went on a
tour of the University and visited various colleges of the
University, including Peterhouse, Pembroke and Homerton
(founded in 1284, 1347 and 1894 respectively) to view the
different colleges from different historical perspectives, and
to experience the life of an undergraduate in Cambridge by
dining in the Victorian Gothic Dining Hall in Homerton.
The trip also saw our students visiting the Tate Modern Art
Museum, to expose them to cultural and artistic exhibits
that got them thinking about the nature of art and how
creative expression can take different forms.
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Jacob guiding the creative writing process

Poetry Writing Workshop

Unseen Masterclass

Ut pulvinar
elit et
augue.

Literary
Pursuits.
Students embarked on examining
important themes and genres in
Literature through first-hand experience
of the contexts of writing. Visiting the
Imperial War Museum led to a deeper
understanding of War Poetry, while a
Jack the Ripper walking tour and a visit
to the Tower of London helped students
see Gothic and Horror Literature in a
new light.

Imperial War Museum

A creative writing workshop by a
published poet, Jacob Sam-La Rose
brought out the inner poet in everyone,
and helped students see the power of the
written word by encouraging us to
become more sensitive to language use.

For many of the students, the visit to the
Globe was their first encounter with
Shakespeare, and through a tour of the
performance
space,
exhibits
and
workshop, they were able to appreciate
the themes and performance aspects that
make the Bard’s plays so enduring.

Shakespeare’s Globe Theatre
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